Sovereign Hill discovery tour map:
EXHIBIT CIRCLE
Married Couple’s Hut
Red Hill Gully Diggings

EXHIBIT SQUARE
Butcher’s Shamble
Red Hill Gully Diggings

EXHIBIT STAR
Davison’s Cottage
Speedwell Street

EXHIBIT DIAMOND
David Jones’
Criterion Store
Main Street

LIVING IN THE PAST TOUR
Enrich your class’ experience of Living in the Past education
session by exploring these museum exhibits and questions during
your visit. These exhibits can be explored either before or after
your education session.
In Living in the Past, students are immersed in aspects of daily 19th
century life to explore Victoria’s gold rush history with a focus on how
much life has changed between then and now, and the impacts of
Britain’s colonisation of Australia.
Sovereign Hill is a living museum featuring re-created gold rush
buildings, streetscapes, technologies and fashions in addition to original
19th century artefacts. Every exhibit in this museum has been carefully
researched to ensure Ballarat’s famous gold rush is represented as
accurately as possible.
This is a Victorian Curriculum-aligned teaching and learning
resource designed by the Sovereign Hill Museums Association’s
Education Officers.

MARRIED COUPLES HUT

BUTCHER’S SHAMBLES

DAVISON’S COTTAGE

DAVID JONES CRITERION STORE

While not many women migrated to Victoria’s
goldfields in the early years, families enjoyed more
comfortable living conditions than single men. Huts
took longer than tents to construct, but made
Ballarat’s hot summers and freezing winters much
more tolerable. This hut features insulating clay
walls and a bark roof, along with a wide fireplace
perfect for cooking. If there is a costumed
character inhabiting this hut when you visit, ask
them questions about life on the diggings and the
artefacts on display. Feel how firm the beds are.
Sleeping on them is better than on the cold (and
often wet) floor with the creepy crawlies!

While gold attracted hundreds of thousands of
people to Victoria’s diggings, the availability of
meat was also a drawcard. It was a luxury for most
in the 19th century, but here on the goldfields,
meat was cheap enough to eat for breakfast, lunch
and dinner. Mutton, typically served with damper,
was the most readily available meat due to the
huge number of sheep farmed for wool across
Western Victoria from 1835 onwards. Old sheep
were slaughtered, butchered and sold quickly
because there were no refrigerators to store the
meat for later. Before we learnt about the existence
of germs in 1859, it was common for meat to just
hang outside in the fresh air, often resulting in flies
laying their eggs in it. Maggots are perfectly edible!
Fresh fruit and vegetables were scarce and
expensive. Most other food was dried, preserved
or canned and had to be imported on sailing ships
once local native foods were exhausted.

Both Main and Speedwell streets represent what
the middle of Ballarat gold rush has looked like.
This is the kind of house a wealthy middle-class
family would have lived in by the late 1850s. On
average, Australians live in the largest houses in
the world today, but back then this was
considered spacious. Explore the house and the
garden and look closely at the artefacts on
display. Even though this family would have
been relatively rich, they still have chamber pots
under their bed just like in the Married Couple’s
Hut (but they do have an outhouse (or “dunny”)
in the garden). This would have contained a drop
toilet where waste was left to rot underground,
(stinky!) or a pan (bucket) that the Nightman
delivered weekly to a Nightsoil Depository (a
paddock where human waste was dumped).
When it dried out, it was sold to farmers in bags
as fertiliser.

Questions to explore:

Questions to explore:

By the mid-1850s, Ballarat was one of the richest places
in the whole world thanks to gold mining, and a visit to
the Criterion Store was the fastest way to part with large
sums of money. Clothes were so expensive that even
wealthy people were unlikely to have wardrobes. Most
people only owned one or two outfits and wore and
patched them until they fell apart (or donated them to the
needy through churches). Poorer families bought
(imported) material to sew their own clothes (considered
women’s work back then), while the wealthy paid to have
David Jones’ skilled tailors make their clothes (off-therack options weren’t common until the 1950s). As mauve
dye (that didn’t wash out) had just been invented, this
was one of the most popular colours at this time, as was
tartan because Queen Victoria liked it and her fashion
choices set trends across the British Empire. She also
popularised the wearing of white wedding dresses. When
sewing machines became accessible, they had a big
impact on women’s lives – a simple man’s shirt took
about 15 hours to sew by hand, but sewing machines
reduced that time to 1.5 hours!

In what ways is this museum exhibit
historically inaccurate? The meat and fly sounds
are fake and the main thing that is missing is the
pile of rotting leftovers behind this hut - imagine the
smell it would have produced!

Why do you think 19th century kitchens and
laundries were often in separate buildings to
the houses? Both cooking and clothes washing
required the use of fire - keeping these
buildings separate saved many houses from
burning down.

Questions to explore:
How many people do you think could live in
this hut and what evidence supports your
guess? A family of six could have lived in a space
like this! Children slept head-to-toe for warmth,
toddlers slept with their parents, and babies often
slept in drawers or baskets.
Why do you think people would take the time
to build a chimney for their indoor fire? Too
funnel smoke out of the house – the alternative
was cooking outside in the weather.
What building materials have been used to
construct this hut? Where do you think the
materials have come from? It was carried or
wheel-barrowed from Victoria’s ports, or found
locally nearby.
How might living in a hut like this be
dangerous? They are cold, the lack of bathrooms
killed many hut dwellers. They are easily robbed
and are attractive places for spiders, scorpions and
snakes to live!

What other high-energy foods do you think
miners ate to fuel their hunt for gold? Main
Street’s Hope Bakery produced calorific food, as
does C. Spencer, Confectioner – but lollies were a
luxury because the sugar was imported from the
Caribbean at this time.
What do you think made people want to be
butchers in the 19th century when their work
was so smelly? Their income was more reliable
than a miner’s income.

What similarities does this house share with
yours? What are the differences? Why?
Where has green been used in this house?
Green was a very popular colour at this time, but
this newly invented industrial dye included
deadly arsenic in its ingredients. Wallpaper and
paint – both touching these green surfaces and
breathing in any dust they generate could
eventually kill a person in the 19th century.

Questions to explore:
Feel some of the different fabrics, where does wool,
cotton, silk and hat fur come from in nature?
Sheep, flowers, moth cocoons and rabbit belly. Cotton in
the 1850s was being produced by enslaved African
people in the USA.
Why are corsets, crinolines, and pantalets in a
separate little room? These are private undergarments
– inappropriate for male and young eyes.
Can you see an example of a little boy’s outfit? Until
boys were toilet trained, they wore dresses, and believe
it or not, pink was a fashionable colour for boys while light
blue was fashionable for girls.

